FALL 2010 RELEASES
“A MASTERPIECE!”
– The Boston Globe

For the first time on DVD, the landmark series
created by Academy Award winner Peter Davis.

“An uplifting, disquieting and ultimately haunting
status report on the American Dream.”
- Newsweek

“Remarkably intimate... there are scenes
that will stick with you for life.”
- Chicago Tribune

Inspired by the immensely influential Depression-era sociological studies by Robert and Helen Lynd,
this Emmy-winning six-part film series, made for PBS in 1982, documents middle-class life, American
values and customs in “Middletown”- a.k.a. Muncie, Indiana, through the prisms of local politics, high
school sports, a family business, religion, marriage and divorce, and interracial dating.
The series includes Community of Praise directed by renowned documentary filmmaker Richard Leacock with Marisa Silver; The Campaign, that the Atlanta Constitution called “a classic slice of Americana”; and Seventeen, the controversial, “truly scandalous” (Village Voice), film that was canceled from
broadcast and had to be released separately in theaters and won the Grand Jury Prize Documentary at
the Sundance Film Festival.

“A monumental piece of work!”

Box Set includes:

• Disc 1: The Campaign, directed by Tom Cohen
The Big Game, directed by E.J. Vaughn
• Disc 2: Second Time Around, directed by Peter Davis
Community of Praise, directed by
Richard Leacock & Marisa Silver
• Disc 3: Family Business, directed by Tom Cohen
Bonus: Filmed interview with Peter Davis
• Disc 4: Seventeen, directed by Joel DeMott & Jeff Kreines
• Bonus: 16-page booklet with new essays by Peter Davis
and research consultant Professor Joseph Trimmer

- Boston Phoenix

“Marvelous... as close to a genuine slice
of life as television can muster.”
- Los Angeles Times

MIDDLETOWN
DVD / 4-disc set / 457 min. / English / color / 4:3 / 1982
UPC # 8-54565-00124-4 / SRP $44.98
Pre-Book: August 17 / Street: September 21

“Exciting... these architects seldom get the chance to speak
freely in this way. This gives the content weight and lends
plausibility to their visions... GREAT EXPECTATIONS gives
one an appetite for visionary architecture.”
—RUM architecture & design magazine

“Astounding images of more or less bizarre projects
are intertwined with fantastic interview material...
a documentary that treats the viewer seriously.”
—Svenska Dagblade

An astonishing journey through innovative, futuristic, utopian and sometimes bizarre architecture projects-including concrete illusions of grandeur and Lego-like modular apartments to an
Instant City Airship and round, grass-covered subterranean dwellings-from the beginning of
the 20th century to today.
Featuring Le Corbusier’s functionalist cities, Buckminster Fuller’s lightweight geodesic domes,
Moshe Safdie’s Habitat ‘67 prefab apartments, Oscar Niemeyer’s sleek urban designs for
Brasilia, Antti Lovag’s curved surfaces of Palais Bulles in France, and other extraordinary works
by visionary architects.

BONUS FILM: KOCHUU

A visually stunning film about modern Japanese architecture, its roots in Japanese tradition, and their
relationships to modernist Scandinavian design.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS
DVD / 52 + 53 min. / 2007
Color / English
UPC # 8-54565-00125-1 • SRP $24.98
Pre-book: August 31 / Street: October 5

